Sports Office & UAntwerp Plus Pass

A healthy mind in a healthy body. Sport is good for you, of course, but it also helps you to unwind and to study better. Therefore, the University of Antwerp has sport facilities on several campuses. Together with the Cultural Department, they combine all their deals for students into one fantastic package: the UAntwerp Plus Pass.

sport@uantwerpen.be

Culture & Events

The Culture Service organises a range of activities that you can attend during the academic year. The Culture Service also helps you organising a cultural event, such as concerts, exhibitions or theatre performances.

Want to know more about their events? Then drop by at this booth.

cultuur.evenementen@uantwerpen.be

STIP: Student Information Point

The Student Information Point serves all students with questions about life as a student in Antwerp, be it student counselling and study advice, housing, student jobs or health care.

stip@uantwerpen.be

Pastoral Care UAntwerp 'Zomaar een dak'

'Zomaar een Dak' or 'Just a Roof', is a meeting place for everyone. They host a wide range of social & cultural activities for anyone interested in questions of belief or looking for meaningful ways to immerse themselves in student life. Their activities are often the result of initiatives proposed by staff or students themselves.

buket.karaca@uantwerpen.be

USOS - University Foundation for Development Cooperation

Founded in 1985, USOS is a non-profit organisation which relies on the volunteer efforts of staff and students. It is a unique partnership to prioritise the fate of disadvantaged communities in the Global South. In the first semester USOS organises "Debating Development", an accredited course and public platform for reflection on topics of development.

janus.verrelst@uantwerpen.be | www. uantwerpen.be/usos

Linguapolis

The language institute of the University of Antwerp offers courses in 13 different languages and organises beginners and advanced courses at different campuses.

info@linguapolis.be
UAntwerp Gift Shop
Show your loyalty! The University of Antwerp has a wide range of merchandise, from sweatshirts, bags and moleskines to powerbanks and USB sticks. Discover the gift shop online and at the International Student Fair.
info@unigear.be | www.uantwerpen.be/merchandising

Swapfiets
Meet the world’s first bicycle subscription service. For a fixed monthly fee, you get a Swapfiets and they’ll make sure it always works. Bicycle broken? Within 12 hours they provide you with a working bicycle at a location of your choice. In short: problems with your bike? Not your problem. Visit their info booth and find out about their student welcome deal!
www.swapfiets.be/en

MONDO
MONDO wants to create a social network for foreign staff members and international degree students and their family members. It organises social activities and events to ensure international staff and students feel welcome at our university!

Environmental Office
The University of Antwerp has a sustainable vision and aims to implement sustainability throughout its operations, from waste sorting to menus and bike repairs. Find out about their activities to make students and employees more aware of sustainability. Discover the organic fruit and veggie boxes!
carla.uwents@uantwerpen.be

International Relations Office
The International Relations Office serves all exchange students coming to the University of Antwerp. Exchange students can visit them to get their Certificate of Arrival signed, for details about the information session at your faculty etc..
incomingstudents@uantwerpen.be
www.uantwerp.be/internationalexchange
Residence Permit

Students staying longer than 3 months should apply for a residence permit. Please read the information carefully on www.uantwerp.be/residencepermit. At the International Student fair you will be able to ask all additional questions about the procedure.
residencepermit@uantwerpen.be

Verrekijkers Magazine

Every 3 months you can find the new Verrekijkers on the campuses of the University of Antwerp. Written by and for students, featuring interviews, reviews and photo accounts of intercultural contacts and the South from an Antwerp perspective. The editorial team is currently looking for writers, designers, photographers and a web editor - an ideal opportunity for students to acquire some journalistic experience.
www.verrekijkers.org

Health Insurance - 'De Voorzorg'

Partena and De Voorzorg are health insurance companies and they can give you more information about the health insurance system in Belgium. Meet representaties from these providers to get more information!

Banking - 'BNP Paribas Fortis'

BNP Paribas Fortis is a bank offering a full range of financial services for international students. They can assist you with opening a bank account, even if you don’t have a residence permit yet. This bank has an English website. You can find out more about this bank at the International Student fair. Of course, you are free to open an account with any Belgian Bank.

Health Insurance - 'Partena'

Partena and De Voorzorg are health insurance companies and they can give you more information about the health insurance system in Belgium. Meet representaties from these providers to get more information.